Rapid Determination of Acid Value of Edible Oils via FTIR Spectroscopy Using Infrared Quartz Cuvette.
A Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy with infrared quartz cuvette (IQC) as spectral accessory method was developed to determine acid value (AV) of edible oils. The absorption peak at 5680 cm-1/5487 cm-1 ascribed to the C-H stretching band was a substitute for the peak of an internal standard. Partial least square (PLS) regression was used for AV calibration, and samples were validated by titrated method. Results showed dilution calibration was feasible for randomly dilution among 6-13:1 (CCl4: oils, v/v). PLS calibration was optimal by a spectral wavenumber (3603 cm-1-3250 cm-1) as the first derivative treatment. Correlation coefficient and root mean square error of calibration were 0.9967 and 0.135, respectively. Calibrated validation, blind sample validation and precision analysis presented a good correlation between IQC-FTIR and titrated methods. Based on the dilution calibration, randomly diluted oil samples can be employed by IQC-FTIR.